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New routes for improving adhesion at metal/αAl2 O3 (0001) interface.†
Rémi Cavallotti,abc Ha-Linh Thi Le,ab Jacek Goniakowski,∗ab Rémi Lazzari,ab Jacques
Jupille,ab Alexey Koltsov,c and Didier Loisonc
With the advent of new steel grades, the galvanic protection by zinc coating faces a new paradigm.
Indeed, enrichment in strengthening elements prone to oxidation such as Al, Mn, and Si, leads to
the formation of oxide films that are poorly wet by zinc. We study herein routes for improvement
of adhesion at the model Zn/α-Al2 O3 interface by metallic additions. As a first step, with help of ab
initio results on adsorption characteristics of transition metal adatoms at α-alumina surfaces, we
establish and rationalize clear trends in the behavior of both metal-alumina interaction strength
and in the relative thermodynamic stability of configurations with weakly and strongly bound metal
adatoms. The reasons of enhanced binding strength of transition metals, such as Cr, maintained
regardless the precise alumina termination and surface charge state are pointed out. On these
grounds, possible improvements of adhesion in realistic conditions are discussed. It is predicted
that an enrichment in transition metals, such as Cr, may produce strongly adhesive interfaces that
lead to cohesive cleavage.

1

Introduction

in automotive industry. Indeed, recrystallization of AHSS strips
at 800◦ C results in the selective oxidation of the electropositive
alloyed elements. The poor wetting by zinc alloys of the oxide
particles or films segregated at the steel surface reduces dramatically the quality of the anti-corrosive Zn protection. 6,10 Typically,
a 1.5-8 wt. % enrichment of steel with aluminum, may lead to
a formation of a quasi-continuous alumina film at the surface,
which efficiently impedes zinc adhesion in the standard hot-dip
galvanization process. While practical possibilities of a complete
removal of such surface oxides are being investigated, search of
routes for an efficient improvement of adhesion at zinc/alumina
interfaces has become one of key issues of steel surface protection. Indeed, the galvanization faces a new paradigm, since it
switches from what is close to a reactive interface with a bare iron
surface 6,7 to a high-energy interface with wide band-gap oxides.

The hindrance of a widespread use of many materials by a low
corrosion resistance is a strong concern for the physical chemistry of surfaces and interfaces. In response, an important research effort has been devoted to conceptualize inorganic and organic coatings, 1–3 sol-gel films, 4 and surface treatments, 5 with
a strong focus on pure and alloyed metals that are prone to oxidation. One such a case is the galvanic protection of iron-based
materials by zinc which has long-proved its efficiency since zinc,
being less noble or anodic than iron, sacrificially corrodes to protect the substrate steel. 6 In practice, steel strips are coated with
a zinc layer by either zinc electro-deposition on annealed steel
sheets or by hot-dip galvanization, which combines annealing and
coating into a single process. 6,7 Indeed, before applying the protective zinc coating, cold-rolled steel strips undergo a recrystallisation annealing, at about 800◦ C in a reducing N2 -5%H2 atmosphere to reduce stress and residual iron oxides. 6,8–10 . However,
more recently, new steel grades, known as advanced high strength
steels (AHSS), are purposely enriched in strengthening elements,
such as Al, Si and Mn, 11–15 so that manufacturing thinner steel
sheets allows the reduction of cost and, above all, of weight, as to
meet the environmental imperative of reduction of CO2 emission

The case examined herein is that α-Al2 O3 (0001) surface which
is a reference for the study of metal-oxide interfaces 16–24 . Alumina is also among the oxides which commonly appear in selective oxidation. 6 Despite such strong applicative interest and the
widespread use of sapphire in the growth of epitaxial zinc oxide
layers, 25 the interaction of zinc with alumina has received only
little attention in the past. 26,27 In our recent theoretical study, 28
we have considered the adsorption of isolated Zn adatoms on different bare and hydroxylated terminations of the α-Al2 O3 (0001)
surface, with surface characteristics similar to the more complex
γ-alumina crystallites, which has been identified in model steel
oxidation experiments. 29 We have shown that, in non-extreme
oxygen-rich conditions, Zn may preferentially spill over the alumina substrate as an array of strongly adsorbed adatoms, rather
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than aggregate in metallic clusters weakly bound to the substrate.
However, such strong bonding was predicted to occur only at either the polar oxygen-rich alumina termination, or the stoichiometric termination with a net surface charge induced by an excess
of surface hydroxyls. 28
In the present work, we systematically scrutinize the interaction of alumina with metal adatoms from across the first transition series (Cr, Co, and Ni) and with the late transition and noble
metals such as Cu and Ag. With a strong concern to model systems that can be encountered in realistic conditions, we focus
in a comprehensive manner on the most representative surface
configurations of adatoms on bare and hydroxylated alumina surfaces. On this grounds we establish and rationalize a clear trend
in the behavior of both metal-alumina interaction strength (Section 3) and in the relative thermodynamic stability of weakly and
strongly bound configurations (Section 4). We point out an enhancement of the binding strength for transition metals, such as
Cr, which is maintained regardless the precise polar character of
surface termination and/or its hydroxylation state. A discussion
of routes for improvement of adhesion of Zn on alumina is given
(Section 5), including an analysis of interface resistance at extended Zn/alumina interfaces with and without an interfacial Cr
buffer. We predict that enrichment in Cr may produce strongly
adhesive interfaces, similar to those obtained by metal deposition
at polar alumina termination.

2

Computational method and settings

All computational results were obtained within Density Functional Theory (DFT), implemented in VASP (Vienna ab initio simulation package), 30,31 with projector augmented wave (PAW)
method 32,33 to describe the interaction of valence electrons with
atomic cores. Several different types of approximation to the
exchange-correlation functional were used as to validate the calculated trends in metal-oxide interaction strength: local density
approximation (LDA-CA) 34 , generalized gradient approximation
(GGA-PW91), 35 dispersion-corrected GGA (optB88-vdW), 36–38
and GGA+U. 39
Two terminations of the basal Al2 O3 (0001) surface, with different polarity characteristics have been considered: 28,40,41 the
non-polar stoichiometric surface terminated by a single Al plane
(stacking sequence Al/3O/Al-Al/3O/Al-etc. per (1×1) surface
unit cell) and the polar oxygen-rich surface terminated by the
O plane (stacking sequence 3O/Al-Al/3O/Al-etc.), Fig. 1. In the
following we refer to these two terminations as (Al) and (3O),
respectively. In all calculations, a 8x8x1 Monkhorst Pack grid
was used for k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone of the (1×1)
surface unit cell. All structures were fully relaxed until residual
forces dropped below 0.01 eV/Å. Ionic charges were estimated
with the partition scheme proposed by Bader. 42–44
Isolated metal adatoms. Adsorption of isolated metal adatoms
was modeled with alumina slabs composed of six -Al/3O/Alunits, with adspecies adsorbed symmetrically at both slab surfaces. To avoid spurious interactions between periodic images,
the slabs were separated by at least 10 Å of vacuum. In the case
of the bare (Al) termination, the (1×1) surface unit cell has been
systematically used, providing a 4.7 Å distance between periodic

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the (1×1) surface unit cells of
Al2 O3 (0001) terminations considered in the present study: bare
stoichiometric (Al) and oxygen-rich (3O) terminations; fully hydroxylated
stoichiometric (Al)OHH and fully hydrogenated oxygen-rich (3O)3H
terminations. Oxygen, aluminum, and hydrogen atoms are represented
with red, black, and white circles, respectively.

adsorbate images, much larger than the interatomic distances in
the corresponding metal bulk crystals. Conversely, since metal adsorption on the (3O) surface results in ionization of adatoms and
in a formation of surface M+n species, 28 adsorption in the (1×1),
(1×2), and (2×2) surface unit cells has been considered as to
identify configurations of the lowest formation energy (see Section 4). The resulting optimal series of configurations, includes Cr
in the formal +3 oxidation state [obtained with a single adatom
per (1×1) cell] and Co, Ni, Cu, Ag, and Zn in the formal +2 oxidation state [obtained with three metal adatoms per (1×2) cell].
In the case of hydroxylated (Al) and (3O) terminations, Fig. 1,
the oxidation state of the adatoms depends additionally on the
density of surface OH− groups. 28 The calculated lowest energy
(optimal) series includes Co, Ni, Cu, Ag, and Zn in the formal
+2 oxidation state [obtained with (Al)OHM0.5 and (3O)HM per
(1×1) cell, respectively] and Ag in the formal +1 oxidation state
[obtained with (Al)OHM and (3O)2HM per (1×1) cell, respectively]. Cr favors formal +2 oxidation state at the hydroxylated
(Al) termination [(Al)OHM0.5 per (1×1) cell] and +4 state at
the hydroxylated (3O) surface [(3O)HM per (1×1) cell, achieved
due to a negative charging of surface H, which binds directly to
the metal adatom].
Metal/alumina interfaces. Simulations of metal/alumina interfaces, intended to provide a preliminary information on the interface resistance (Section 5), were performed on a periodic superstructure composed of six -Al/3O/Al- units sandwiched with
nine atomic layers of Zn, with two equivalent interfaces per unit
cell. Due to its relatively small size and a moderate (<3%) mismatch between the two lattices, all interface calculations em√
√
ployed a (1×1)-Al2 O3 (0001) // ( 3 × 3) R30◦ -Zn(0001) coincidence cell. The in-plane lattice parameters were fixed to those
calculated for bulk alumina. Moreover, as to highlight the role
of Cr on the interface adhesion, we have considered buffer layers
of one, two or three (111) planes of Cr at the interface. Within
the supercell used in calculations it requires a ∼10% expansion
of the in-plane Cr-Cr distances with respect to those in the bulk
metal. This spurious effect is to a large extent compensated by a
spontaneous contraction of the inter-plane Cr-Cr distances. Distances between subsequent atomic planes and the interface dis-

Figures 2 and 3 summarize the calculated adsorption characteristics of metal M adatoms on the bare (3O) and (Al) terminations of alumina. Adsorption energies per adsorbate Eads =
−(Eslab+nM − Eslab − nEM )/n were deduced from total energies of
alumina slabs with (Eslab+nM ) and without (Eslab ) n metal adsorbates, and referred to energies of isolated metal atoms (EM ).
Since adatom charges obtained with the alternative exchangecorrelation functionals are sensibly similar, bottom panel reports
LDA results only.
(3O) termination. Adsorption of metal has been shown to efficiently compensate the polarity of the oxygen-rich (3O) surface. 16–18,28 The instability of the bare polar (3O) termination
makes the adsorption energies particularly large, Fig. 2(a), and
provokes large electron transfers from the adatoms towards the
alumina surface, which results in an ionization of the metal adsorbates, Fig. 2(b). The adsorption energies are by far the largest
for the elements at the beginning of the considered series (Cr, Co)
and become progressively smaller when moving towards its end
(Cu, Ag). Very clearly the binding strength of Zn does not follow
the monotonic decrease; it is larger than this of Ag and similar to
that of Cu. 28 We note that the density of adsorbed metal adatoms
impacts their oxidation state, as exemplified in Fig. 2 by results
for optimal series (configurations with the lowest surface energy)
and those obtained with a single adatom per (1×1) cell. While
adsorption energies do depend on the adatom density, we stress
that the overall well pronounced decrease of Eads along the transition series is not altered by the choice of a particular surface
configuration.
The trend in adsorption energetics is also fairly insensitive
to the level of approximation used for the exchange-correlation
functional. Indeed, both standard LDA and GGA functionals produce the same behavior of Eads with, as expected, systematically
larger LDA adsorption energies. However, since the ionization of
the adsorbed transition metal M adatoms may be seen as a formation of mixed surface oxides involving transition metal ions, the
validity of the standard LDA/GGA description of the electronic
structure may be questioned. We find that the results obtained
within GGA+U approximation with U − J = 4 eV and 6 eV, typical
for the corresponding transition metal oxides, produce systematically the same trend along the series, Fig. 2(a).
The decrease of adatom binding strength along the series is
to be assigned principally to the progressive increase of the
element electronegativity and of its metallic radius. 17 Here,
we stress that, since the adsorption at this alumina termination can be seen as a formation of a surface oxide, a semiquantitative estimate of the binding strength can be obtained
directly from the measured formation enthalpies of the corre◦
sponding Mx Oy oxides [∆ f HM
(298.15K)] and of isolated metal
x Oy
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in the direction perpendicular to the interface. The interface registries between the materials and the positions of all atoms in the
unit cell were also optimized.
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Fig. 2 (a): Adsorption energies of transition metal adatoms on a bare
(3O) termination of Al2 O3 (0001) obtained at different levels of
approximation. U − J = 4 eV and 6 eV were used in GGA+U calculations
- the corresponding results are represented with the upper and lower
limits of the vertical error-bars. Experimental values of oxide formation
energies Σ∆H are plotted to identify trends along the series - see text for
details. (b): Charges of the metal adatoms deduced from LDA charge
densities.

◦ (298.15K)]: 45,46
M atoms [∆ f HM
gas
◦
◦
Eads ∼ Σ∆H = −∆ f HM
/x + ∆ f HM
.
gas
x Oy

We note that, despite the very different structure of the native
bulk and the present surface oxides, the calculated adsorption
energies of the "optimal" series correlate systematically well with
Σ∆H of the oxide phase (Cr2 O3 , CoO, NiO, CuO, AgO, and ZnO)
with the same oxidation state of the cations, Fig. 2(a).
Finally, in the context of the present study on metal-alumina
interaction strength, it is worth comparing the calculated metal
adsorption Eads and metal cohesion Ecoh energies. Since in all
cases Eads > Ecoh , the calculated metal-oxide bonding is systematically stronger than the metal-metal one. This suggests a good
wetting of the (3O) termination by all the considered metals.
(Al) termination. In the case of adsorption on the (Al) termination, Fig. 3, although the interaction strength along the series
follows a trend similar to that at the (3O) surface, the Eads is
systematically much smaller, 19–21,28,47 and so is the adsorbatesubstrate charge transfer at the (Al) termination. The slight decrease of Eads in the case of Cr adsorption is to be assigned to
the particular stability of the isolated Cr atom, characterized by a
large magnetic moment, which is substantially quenched by the
interaction with the alumina surface.
At the (Al) termination, the trend in adsorption characteristic
is little influenced by the level of approximation. The adsorption
energies being systematically smaller compared to the (3O) surface, the difference between LDA and GGA results becomes more
apparent, but is still of the same order as at the (3O) termination.
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Fig. 3 (a): Adsorption energies of transition metal adatoms on the bare
(1x1)-(Al) termination of Al2 O3 (0001) obtained at different levels of
approximation. (b): Charges of the metal adatoms deduced from LDA
charge densities.

Fig. 4 LDA adsorption energies Eads (eV/atom) (a) and charges QM (b)
of isolated metal adatoms on the hydroxylated (Al) and (3O)
terminations. Corresponding (LDA) data obtained for the dry (3O)
termination, Fig. 2(a), are re-plotted as a reference.

More interestingly, since the adsorption energies become particularly small for the elements at the end of the series, the role of the
van der Waals interactions, absent in standard LDA/GGA approximations, may become non-negligible. 48 As exemplified with the
results obtained with the dispersion-corrected optB88-vdW functional, the account for the van der Waals contribution does indeed
enhance the GGA interaction strength, and makes the calculated
Eads approach those obtained in LDA.
The behavior of the metal binding strength at the (Al) termination is fully consistent with the trends reported in the literature. 49 It is driven principally by the position of the adatom frontier orbitals with respect to the alumina band structure, and can
be linked to the behavior of metal electronegativity along the series. Adsorption weakening due to the progressive increase of
electronegativity in the series is additionally reinforced by the
progressive increase of atomic radius of the adatoms. Both effects are also responsible for the observed decrease of the charge
transfer. Joint effect of large size and large electronegativity results in a particularly weak bonding of late transition and noble
metal adatoms. We note that the particularly weak adsorption
of Zn is not directly expected from its moderate electronegativity,
but is to be assigned to the closed shell d 10 s2 valence configuration of the isolated adatoms. 28
Contrary to the case of the (3O) termination, a poor wetting of
the (Al) surface by all considered elements can be expected from
the adsorption energies, which are much smaller than the metal
cohesion energies (Eads /Ecoh < 0.5).
Hydroxylated (Al) and (3O) surfaces. Full surface hydrogenation [(3O)3H per (1×1) cell] does efficiently compensate the polarity of the oxygen-rich (3O) termination and makes it thermody-

namically favored in hydrogen-rich environments. 50–55 We have
recently shown that polarity compensation can also be achieved
by a joint effect of co-adsorbed zinc and hydrogen, such that the
charge neutral surface configuration, with a single Zn adatom replacing two out of the three surface hydrogens in the (1×1) cell
[(3O)HZn], is thermodynamically favored at intermediate hydrogen conditions. 28 Similar metal ↔ hydrogen exchange has been
shown to efficiently stabilize the otherwise weakly bound late
transition metal adatoms (Co, Cu, Ag) at the hydroxylated neutral [(Al)OHH per (1×1) cell] alumina termination. 22–24,56 This
mechanism is operational also in the case of Zn adsorption, with
the optimal stability for the charge neutral surface configuration
(Al)OHZn0.5 . 28
Figure 4 summarizes the calculated adsorption characteristics
of metal M adatoms obtained for the optimal surface configurations on the hydroxylated (Al) and hydrogenated (3O) terminations. We focus here only on the strongly bound configurations,
produced upon exchange of metal adatom with surface hydrogens. Since, as discussed before, the results obtained at different
levels of approximation follow the same trends, we limit the presentation to the LDA results only.
We find that the metal binding strength on both hydroxylated terminations is systematically large, close to that on the
bare (3O) surface, Fig. 4(a). Adsorption is accompanied by a
similarly strong electron transfer towards the hydroxylated oxide substrate, consistent with ionization of the adsorbed metal
species, Fig. 4(b). These results show that the binding mechanism described previously for the late transition and noble metals 22–24,28,56 applies systematically also to other elements of the
transition series. Moreover, the behavior of Eads along the series

In the above expression, γ and γ bare represent energies of alumina
surface with and without metal adsorbates, respectively. Eads and
Ecoh are metal adsorption and metal cohesion energies, and n/S
is the surface density of adsorbed metal adatoms. The chosen
metal bulk Ecoh reference is particularly well suited for the identification of configurations with strongly bound metal adatoms
(Eads > Ecoh ). Moreover, it also enables a partial cancellation of
the spurious over- and under-binding trends typical for LDA and
GGA, respectively. As exemplified by the case of Zn adsorbate,
both LDA and GGA give a qualitatively similar picture of relative
surface stability. The differences concern principally the stability
limits of surface configurations on the ∆µO scale (LDA systematically shifts the transition lines towards more oxygen-lean conditions).
Thermodynamic stability diagrams for α-alumina(0001) surfaces with Cr, Ni, Ag, or Zn adatoms are displayed in Fig.
5. ∆µO/H ∼ 0.0 eV correspond to oxygen/hydrogen-rich conditions (condensation of oxygen/hydrogen molecules). Conversely, ∆µO ∼ -6.0 eV and ∆µH ∼ -4.0 eV represent extreme
oxygen/hydrogen-poor conditions. In particular, the latter represents oxygen conditions at which bulk alumina decomposes. In
the following we focus principally on the conditions of thermodynamic stability of surface configurations with strongly bound
metal M adatoms discussed in Section 3. These include M
adatoms on bare (3O) termination [(3O)My ] as well as on
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The adsorption energies of metal adatoms at α-alumina (0001)
surfaces of different polar characters and different degrees of surface hydroxylation discussed above enable the construction of a
thermodynamic stability diagram of alternative surface configurations. 28,57 For each given oxygen/hydrogen environment [defined by the corresponding oxygen and hydrogen chemical potentials ∆µO and ∆µH , which can be linked to the temperature T and
to partial pressures pi (i = O, H) of the gas atmosphere ∆µi (T, pi )
= ∆µi (T, p0 ) + 21 kT ln(pi /p0 )], such diagram displays the surface
configuration with the lowest grand potential:
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follows very closely that obtained for the bare (3O) surface. The
elements from the beginning of the considered series (Cr, Co)
bind more strongly to the hydroxylated alumina surfaces, and
the adsorption strength weakens progressively towards the end
of the series. These similarities suggest that, alike at the bare
(3O) surface, it is the energetics of surface hydroxide formation
which drives the behavior of the interaction strength along the series. However, while matching of Eads on the three terminations
is very good for most of the considered metals, the adsorption of
Cr and Co in presence of surface hydroxyls is visibly weaker than
that at the bare (3O) surface. Since metal adsorption on hydroxylated terminations results in formation of mixed (Al,M)(OH)x
hydroxide surface species, the above difference with respect to
adsorption at the bare (3O) termination is consistent with the
low stability of Cr and Co hydroxides.
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Fig. 5 Thermodynamic stability diagrams (LDA) of the most stable
configurations of Al2 O3 (0001) surface with (a) Cr, (b) Ni, (c) Ag, and (d)
Zn adatoms as a function of oxygen and hydrogen chemical potentials
∆µO and ∆µH . In case of Zn, the corresponding GGA results are plotted
with dashed lines. Compositions of surface configurations [per (1×1)
cell] are explicitly indicated.

0

The diagrams in Fig. 5 show that in all cases an adequate
change of thermodynamic conditions (∆µO , ∆µH ) may indeed
produce a qualitative change in the nature of thermodynamically
favored adatom binding from weak and non-wetting to strong
and perfectly wetting. In the absence of surface hydrogen (∆µH ∼
-3 eV) the critical condition is defined solely by the oxygen chemical potential ∆µOc , which delimits the stability ranges of weakly
bound (Al)+M and strongly bound (3O)My surface configurations. In the considered series ∆µOc varies progressively from
oxygen-poor conditions in case of Cr and Zn (∆µOc ∼ -3.3 eV and
-2.9 eV, respectively), through oxygen-moderate conditions for Ni
(∆µOc ∼ -1.5 eV), up to oxygen-rich conditions in the case of Ag
(∆µOc ∼ -0.3 eV). The behavior of ∆µOc along the series is driven
principally by the relative stability of adatoms strongly bound to
the bare (3O) surface and those integrated into metallic clusters,
weakly bound to the (Al) termination. It can be quantified by the
difference between the metal adsorption energy on the (3O) sur(3O)
(3O)
face Eads and the metal cohesion energy Ecoh : ∆µOc ∼ Eads −Ecoh .
(3O)

Since, as argued in Section 3, the behavior of Eads is directly
◦ (298.15K),
linked to Σ∆H and Ecoh can be estimated with ∆ f HM
gas
the behavior of ∆µOc follows that of the oxide formation energy:
◦
∆µOc ∼ ∆ f HM
(298.15K)/x. Indeed, large ∆ f H ◦ in the case of Cr
x Oy
results in large ∆µOc , while the particularly small ∆ f H ◦ of Ag produces ∆µOc close to zero. We note that a relatively large ∆µOc in
the case of Zn is principally due to the small cohesion energy of
zinc.

In the presence of surface hydroxyls, the strongly bound configuration (Al)(OH)x My may be stabilized. In the considered series
of adatoms, this configuration hardly appears in the Cr diagram
[Fig. 5(a)], but is clearly present in those of Ni, Ag and Zn [Figs.
5(b)-(d)], as well as in this of Cu reported in Ref. 28 . The presence
of the (Al)(OH)x My configuration in the stability diagram is to be
(Al)hyd

(3O)

linked to the difference of adsorption energies Eads
- Eads at
hydroxylated (Al) and bare (3O) surfaces, respectively. Indeed,
in agreement with the data reported in Fig. 4(a), these configurations become thermodynamically stable only for elements for
(Al)hyd
(3O)
which difference of Eads
and Eads is small: Ni, Cu, Ag, and
Zn. If present, the (Al)(OH)x My is stabilized in oxygen conditions close to ∆µOc . Moreover, since its stability region lies at the
transition line between the dry (Al) and the hydroxylated (3O)
surfaces, its critical hydrogen condition ∆µHc varies in the direction opposite to that of oxygen: ∆µHc ∼ −∆µOc . As a consequence
∆µHc corresponds to hydrogen-rich and moderate conditions for
Cr (∆µHc ∼ -1.0 eV), Zn (∆µHc ∼ -1.3 eV) and Ni (∆µHc ∼ -1.8 eV),
but to particularly hydrogen-poor conditions for Ag (∆µHc ∼ -2.5
eV).

4
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hydroxylated (Al) and (3O) terminations [(Al)(OH)x My and
(3O)Hx My , respectively]. In all cases, stability conditions of bare
(Al) and fully hydrogenated (3O)3H terminations with weakly
adsorbed metal [(Al)+M and (3O)3H+M, respectively] are displayed as a reference. Corresponding structural data is provided
in supplementary information.†
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Fig. 6 Ratio of calculated adatom adsorption and metal cohesion
energies (LDA) for the four types of considered alumina terminations.
Adsorption energies correspond to the optimal surface configurations for
each of the terminations.
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Discussion of Zn/alumina interface resistance

As a first element of the discussion on adhesion at metal/alumina
interface, Fig. 6 reports the ratio of adatom adsorption and metal
cohesion energies at the four types of considered alumina surfaces, which can be used for a rough estimation of surface wetting
by the corresponding metal deposit. Very clearly, with respect to
Zn adatoms interacting weakly with the non-polar (Al) termination, a substantial enhancement of the interaction strength can be
gained by the use of either the polar bare or hydrogenated (3O)
surface or the hydroxylated non-polar (Al) termination. We note
that, compared to other metals, the associated improvement of
wetting is expected to be particularly large for Zn, due principally
to its relatively low cohesion energy. Moreover, these results suggest that an addition of transition metals such as Cr or Co may
substantially improve the metal-oxide interaction with the bare
(Al) termination. The above estimation gives valid grounds for a
more quantitative approach to possible ways to improve the adhesion of the Zn/alumina interface. Beyond the results on adatom
adsorption reported in preceding section, in the following we will
argue that interface adhesion is indeed improved by these mechanisms.
Figure 7 represents schematically the three model interfaces
considered herein: zinc surface in direct contact with either the
bare (Al) or bare (3O) alumina terminations, and zinc separated
from the (Al) surface by a Cr buffer. At the (Al)/Zn interface Zn
atoms occupy preferentially O-top sites, whereas at the (3O)/Zn
they are located on-top of Al ions. In the (Al)/Cr/Zn system, Cr
atoms favor Al-top sites of alumina at the (Al)/Cr interface, and
are located in hollow sites of the Zn surface at the Cr/Zn interface.
Corresponding structural data is provided in supplementary information.†The results reported in Tab. 1 refer to a Cr three-layer,
but similar effect was also obtained with one- and two-layer-thick
Cr buffers. The adhesion strengths at different points of the three
superstructures (indicated by arrows in Fig. 7) are estimated from
separation energies Esep = (−EA/B + EA + EB )/(2S), where EA/B ,
EA , and EB are the total energies of respectively the A/B superstructure and separate A and B slabs. Factor 2 accounts for the
two equivalent A/B interfaces in each periodic unit cell used in

Table 1 Separation energies (J/m2 ) at different fracture zones of the
three considered systems, as obtained from LDA, GGA, and GGA+vdW
calculations. Location of the most weakly adhering atomic layers is
indicated in bold.

LDA
(Al)/Zn
(3O)/Zn
(Al)/Cr/Zn
GGA
(Al)/Zn
(3O)/Zn
(Al)/Cr/Zn
GGA+vdW
(Al)/Zn
(3O)/Zn
(Al)/Cr/Zn
Fig. 7 Schematic representation of alumina/Zn interfaces with either
(Al) or (3O) termination in contact with the zinc. In case of the (Al)/Zn
interface an additional Cr buffer is considered. Arrows indicate the
considered separation zones: in the oxide (o), at the interface (i)-(i’), and
in the metal (m). Oxygen, aluminum, zinc and chromium atoms are
represented with red, black, grey, and green circles, respectively.

calculations and S is the interface area. Table 1 reports the separation energies calculated for the bulk Al2 O3 (o) and bulk Zn (m),
as well as these obtained for the Al2 O3 /metal (i) and metal/metal
(i’) interfaces.
The three types of exchange-correlation functionals used in
the study produce the same pattern in behavior of the adhesion
strength. As expected from the results on the adsorption of isolated Zn atoms, we find only a very weak adhesion for the (Al)/Zn
system, with the separation energy at the alumina/zinc interface
smaller than that in the zinc and alumina crystals. This clearly
identifies the least resistant region to be the very metal/oxide interface, and predicts an interfacial cleavage.
The situation is qualitatively different in the (3O)/Zn system,
for which the separation energy at the very interface is larger
than both in the bulk oxide and in the bulk Zn. Interestingly, in
this case the enhanced adhesion strength at the interface and the
associated ionization of Zn in contact with the oxide do not impact considerably the Zn-Zn interaction in the direct vicinity of
the interface. Very clearly, the overall interface resistance is limited only by that of the bulk Zn, pointing to a cohesive cleavage.
Most interestingly, as exemplified by the (Al)/Cr/Zn system, a
Cr buffer at the (Al)/Zn interface strengthens the adhesion. While
adhesion at the (Al)/Cr interface is smaller compared to the polar (3O)/Zn, it remains considerably larger than that in the bulk
Zn. Since the adhesion at the Cr/Zn interface is large, the overall
interface resistance is limited by that of the bulk Zn, which again
favors a cohesive cleavage.
While these findings will be extended in a forthcoming study,
as to take into account the possibility of interface inter-diffusion,
metal alloying, and oxidation, at the present stage we can predict that an enrichment of the non-polar (Al)/Zn interface with a
transition metal, as represented by the model case of a Cr buffer,
strengthens the interface to the point that it becomes cohesive.

(o)

(i)

(i’)

(m)

4.16
4.16
4.16

0.72
7.90
2.59

1.28
1.84
3.89

1.54
1.54
1.54

3.27
3.27
3.27

0.34
6.54
1.82

0.78
0.91
2.94

0.79
0.79
0.79

3.88
3.88
3.88

0.78
7.31
2.12

1.04
1.12
3.33

1.08
1.08
1.08

A similar, or even stronger resistance is expected at the polar
(3O)/Zn interface, which, however, may be less straightforward
to use in practice, due to instability of the bare (3O) alumina
termination. In this case, alternative routes involving mixed interface (Al,Zn) oxides or hydroxides are to be explored.
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Conclusions

We have used ab initio total energy calculation to study the interaction between transition metal adatoms and various bare and hydroxylated α-alumina(0001) surfaces. In a comprehensive manner, by focusing only on the most representative surface configurations, we have evidenced a clear trend in the adsorption characteristics and in the relative stability of surface configurations
involving weakly and strongly bound ad-atoms, which is little dependent on the polar/non-polar character of the surface termination and on its precise hydroxylation state. In particular, due
to its small electronegativity and small size, chromium has been
identified as particularly well interacting, regardless the precise
thermodynamic conditions.
Guided by the results on the adatom adsorption, we have performed a preliminary analysis of adhesion strength at several prototypical constituted Zn/alumina interfaces. We have shown that,
with respect to the weakly adhesive case of Zn in contact with
bare stoichiometric alumina termination, a substantial gain of interface resistance can be achieved by either the use of oxygen-rich
polar alumina termination, or, more interestingly, by interface enrichment in transition metal such as Cr. While, due to instability
of the oxygen-rich alumina termination, the former may be less
straightforward to implement in practical realizations, the latter
points to a very promising route for industrial applications.
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